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LIGHTING THE 'v/AY F口R SIXTY YEARS 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIC荆MODEL #CAP-8507-MK-TG 
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All electric口l components must be 

installed by a licensed electrici口n

in accordance with the National 

Electric Code and the appropriate 

local electrical codes. ⑥”
哑：） L.181ED

You will need 1 - Med.Bulb 

100 Watts Recommended 

USE LED BULBS FOR EXTENDED USE 

Calif，口rnia T24 JAB-2016 Qualified: Satco 

(S9612}; 10.5 watt LED Medium Base 

recommended. Bulb not included 
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1.To Install glass , separate the Cage (2) ), by
rem。vlng the Screws (4). 
2. Install the bulb (3) t。伽＠，。cket (1).
3. Connect the Glass (5) and the Cage (2), by 
盹rewlng In缸，ews (4) t。”cure cage. 
4. The can。PY 。f the fixture can now be m。unted
to the ceiling by following instruction Drawing (1 ). 
R8I翩翩翩ltGlull... 翩翩翩：
1 .Follow Instructions I 1 and I 3 above to 
instoll new glo田.c。mplete by connecting the 
Cage (2) ond the Glass (5) by screwing in
Screws (4) t。 secure cage. 
战』lb m”“跚跚nt
1. Separate the q。”（5) and the Cage (2), by
removing Screws ( 4). 
2. Install the bulb (3) into the socket
3. C。mplete by c。nnecting the Glass （助。nd the
Cage (2) by screwing in Screws ( 4) t。髓cure
coge. 

After securing fixture to the ceiling it is 
recommended that the gap between the 
ceiling and the canopy be sealed 。n
the top and both sides, with a good 
quality waterproof caulk or silicone 
sealant (NOT INCLUDED) 

Lt. WA阳G：刊is叫ct can exp。se归u t。 Lead
which is known to the St口te 。f Cali for『1i口 to c口use cancer 
。nd/or birth defects or reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 
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#CAP-8507-MK-TG 

A 

Part Number 

Part Numbers 
A. (1 )-Mounting hardware
B. (1 )-Can op只W6�H0.5吧XNO8505MKCAN61N
C. (1)-LOOP
D. (1 )-Socket
E. (1)-Cage
F. (1 )-Bulb(Not Included)
G. (3)-Screws
H. (1 )-Glass；φ17.75

”

X6.25
”；XNO8500BOTGLA7.75IN

I. (1 )-Chain; 72
”

，4mm; XNO8505MKCHA4MM 




